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Editor's note

The author, a regional health authority administrator, argues that 'ownership' is a side issue in legal and moral arguments over confidentiality of medical records. Nor is it practicable, he argues, for doctors alone to control access to the medical records. He proposes the principle of 'custodianship' of confidential information, to be accepted by an institution as a whole, as a possible way of resolving the problem. In commentaries on this and the following article an academic lawyer and a practising physician respond.

Introduction

A sharply worded Lancet leader (1) described the Child Health Computing Committee argument as 'a factless debate' and regretted the failure by the parties to raise the level of discussion. But a successful debate requires clarity over the main issues or at the very minimum some precision in vocabulary and these prerequisites have been absent from much of the confidentiality debate for some time: even the otherwise admirable Lancet leader employed the terms 'confidentiality' and 'privacy' as though they were synonymous. This paper examines two remarkably durable sources of confusion, ownership of the medical record and definition of 'a third party'.

Ownership of the medical record

It is commonly assumed – and often stated – that among the rights exercisable by the owner of the record is a right under certain circumstances to release confidential information from it. It has also been assumed that by invoking the concept of ownership of either the record or the information contained in it one could thereby construct a legal mechanism for a patient to protect his privacy. Neither assumption is correct.

If a 'right' is to be of any tangible value it must in some way be capable of being protected. It seems that it was with this in mind that many European and American commentators in the late 1960s and early 1970s tended to assume that a patient's rights could be protected through the 'ownership' of the medical record and, by extension, control of the information which that record contained. Certainly privacy could be secured in the practical sense that the family doctor or the hospital which owned the document had de facto control of its use. In no sense, however, does that confer any rights on the patient and nor does it in any legal sense help him to obtain redress.

Eventually this approach was dropped, but not before several absorbing debates had occurred on ownership of the information in the record which has been supplied to the doctor by the patient. Is the information entered in the record by the doctor and not supplied by the patient (eg diagnosis) owned only by the doctor? Further, if a radiologist in private practice supplies a report to a surgeon, also in private practice what are the respective ownership rights of the radiologist, surgeon and patient over that information?

This is all very interesting but somewhat beside the point as no Western legal system recognises ownership of information as a separate legal concept, distinct from the ownership of the document containing it. (Copyright law is a totally separate issue.)

Although the Lindop Committee (2) got it right (3) and no one 'owns' the information in the medical record, the Health Service Commissioner (4) and now the Minister for Health (5) have inadvertently obscured the issue again by referring to ownership of the record in terms that could imply that it gave rights over the information and could influence the rights of the patient.

The fact is that ownership of the record is totally irrelevant to the patient's rights for privacy. Until there is privacy legislation in the United Kingdom patients will continue to depend for protection of their rights solely on the behaviour standards of the professional bodies and individuals involved in their care and it obscures the issue dangerously to imply anything else.

The 'third party' issue

Confidentiality is breached if information obtained during consultation or treatment is transmitted to a 'third party' without the patient's consent. Modern medicine legitimately involves a great many people in the patient's treatment and other social institutions may have a direct or indirect involvement in some aspect of his care. It is important therefore to be clear about which people have...
legitimate access to patient information as part of their work and which people - third parties - cannot receive such information without the prior consent of the patient.

Three statements merit consideration:

1) 'A doctor shall preserve absolute secrecy on all he knows about his patient because of the confidence entrusted in him'. This extract from the International Code of Medical Ethics implies that a breach of confidentiality will occur if information obtained through professional consultation is passed on by anyone to a third party without the consent of his patient.

2) During discussions with the British Association of Social Workers (BASW) the British Medical Association (BMA) defined a 'third party' as 'anyone not in a direct professional relationship with the doctor'.

3) The Central Ethical Committee of the BMA have also stated (6) as a principle that:

Access to identifiable information held in medical records is to be confined to the author and to the person clinically responsible for the patient during the episode for which the data has been collected (or their successors) unless specifically authorised by the clinician in the clinical interest of the patient.

It appears from this that the BMA's line is that the way to resolve the patient's lack of legal rights is to place the onus for control upon the doctor. But the matter is not as simple as that and such an approach does not solve all the problems. This self-imposed onus contains two serious flaws, one ethical and the other practical.

The ethical flaw occurs because the doctor, in the context of the BMA/BASW and the Child Health Computing debates is suddenly put in the position of determining on his own judgment what patient information should be passed and to whom. In the majority of cases this can work; it would be done in the best interests of patient care and would probably be accepted by the patient. Yet it does not properly take into account the precise nature of the 'contract' between doctor and patient, namely that the basis of the confidential relationship is that the patient gives the doctor information in circumstances where the patient can fully comprehend the extent to which that information will be imparted to others in the health team for his own clinical care. Patients in general are fairly well-informed on this.

If, however, at a later date some other person appears on the scene who could not be said to have been within the contemplation of the patient when he imparted information during his treatment (a research worker or a social agency representative, for example), this is a new situation and one in which the patient should have the opportunity to 'agree' the onward transmission of the data. It surely therefore becomes in these circumstances a matter for the patient and not the doctor to say whether the information may be passed on. The BMA approach appears to leave that decision solely with the doctor.

Not only is that BMA position suspect on purely ethical grounds - there is a second flaw and that is the sheer impossibility for the doctor of being able to 'deliver'. Modern health care requires direct involvement of a widening circle (7) of professional, technical and ancillary staff. Patient data are generated in a great many locations in a hospital and handled by a wide range of different parties. These staff cannot all be in a 'direct professional relationship' with the doctor and it would be wholly unrealistic to hold a doctor responsible for controlling their work; that is the clear responsibility of the health institution and its officers. Yet this consideration did not prevent the BMA in a circular letter (8) to Members of Parliament criticising the Child Health Computing Scheme because sensitive patient data was being controlled by "...administrators... responsible to superior administrators, not to the patients whose medical confidence they hold'.

Discussion

It is important to reduce the amount of confusion in this discussion particularly if the prospect of government action becomes slightly greater. One concept explored recently (9) may offer a device for unlocking the problem. That is the concept of custodianship.

In essence, custodianship signifies that range of responsibilities in relation to the custody of confidential information which is imposed upon and accepted by a (health care) institution as a whole. It is a general duty imposed upon all who work in an institution no matter what professional codes govern their actions and no matter upon what basis they handle records or data, whether they generate, manipulate, transmit or simply store that data. The standard of confidentiality to be achieved within that institution would be agreed by the institution in consultation with medical and on occasions other professional interests, but the overall responsibility for ensuring that that standard was maintained would fall to the institution.

This would involve in effect the establishment of an institutional code of practice and it would be necessary within the organisation as a complementary exercise to the setting of standards, to working out safe procedures and clearly assigning respective roles and responsibilities.

This approach would have the advantage of making it unnecessary in the absence of privacy legislation to base respective rights and duties on considerations of where the information is held and whether the person who holds it is its originator, keeper, user or owner. It would have the additional
advantage of making it easier to demonstrate openly a proper standard of confidentiality rather than laying responsibility artificially on a particular member of the organisation which is the difficulty created if one follows the logic of the BMA line.

It would not deal entirely with the problem of identifying a third party who works outside the institution, but could make it easier to regulate transmission of information to any external body. Once such a mechanism were established it would be easier to see how some of the more difficult third party issues might be tackled. It is not the aim of this paper to discuss the conflict between confidentiality and issues of wider public interest, but if one accepts the Kennedy (10) argument that many decisions made by doctors require consideration of social values on which they may need guidance, or Thompson's view (11) that there are so many exceptions that the principle of confidentiality is in danger of being eroded out of existence, then custodianship may at least provide a mechanism for dealing with such issues. For example the decision as to whether or not information about a patient should be released to the police would not be made arbitrarily by either the consultant or the administrator. Instead it would have to be decided in the context of the institution's custodianship procedures.

How would such a system be set up? At health authority level an integrated strategy could be worked out which simultaneously ensured that:

a) professional staff set and review standards of confidentiality to be achieved in given situations, and
b) the health authority accepted its responsibilities for maintaining that standard.

The setting of standards requires medical commitment and multi-disciplinary consideration with doctors, nurses and computer experts, and might be assisted by the establishment of a small standing committee, rather like an ethical committee to which problems could be referred and which could if necessary take the initiative itself to take up problems.

The health authority for its part could agree and make public its policies for data protection such as recognition of the need for informed consent of patients to the release of information and clauses in staff contracts which set out their obligations in relation to the handling of patient information. It does this already in other fields and as Health and Safety and Equal Opportunities legislation.

This might at least ensure that future discussions take place within a comprehensible and publicly scrutinised framework.
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